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About This Game

You are a young exorcist Alonso that starts a dangerous adventure. You will face the real evil - Sargatans. A bloodthirsty and
terrible demon has challenged you, and now you need to start your own investigation by pursuing him. In "The Exorcist" you

will be scared, so much scared...
You will start a dangerous adventure and encounter the real hellspawn in the modern Italy. The game keeps the player in

suspense for a long time.
Can he defeat the devil, who took away innocent people's souls?

Can he make revenge on the terrible demon Sargatanas for spoiled human lives?
But don't forget that Sargantas is not the only demon who should be defeated!

Features:
— Unusual setting

— there are no analogues on the store
— Not a linear plot

— Your decisions are affecting the whole world
— An opportunity to be an exorcist

— A plenty of easter eggs
— Based on real exorcism stories
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A very short "point and click" game that seems to be the developers way of putting out a demo/teaser of their game before they
release their bigger project out there. Its simple and has its flaws but personally I like the idea and could see myself trying out
the future releases as this first one was quite relaxing and casual to playthrough.

It only has one achievement and its for beating the game so nothing special you need to think about with this one.

Time to 100%: ~20 minutes
. I think it gives you permanant brain damage and only has one class with different reskins and one enemy with two reskins but
at least it has a cool vaporwave aesthetic and a killer soundtrack. The controls in this game (joypad ONLY btw) are absolutely
POTATO!
* edit - apparently there is an option to play keyboard&mouse, but only if you unplug your controller, otherwise controller is the
only option. Has there ever been another game that does this?? , that is just Potato! /edit
Buttons keep changing function, depeding on which screen you are on. there is no clue as to what the buttons actually do, the
game just shows a bunch of buttons and when you press one, it either changes the languiche or asks if you want to delete your
save game, usually in portugese. After figuring that bit out and suffering through the intro (cant be skipped), I had the game
switch the orientation of the keypad on me so I kept sending souls to the wrong place. (just...how?)
Continuing the game consists of guessing which button to press, which hopefully gives you the option between selecting thumbs
up, thumbs down or X. Still not sure which gets you into the game.

The gameplay itself is fairly straight forward. You send souls to the right place with increasing complexity, in the same style as
"Papers, Please". although there doesnt seem to be any story involved besides, you are hungry and need the money. (much like
real life there). (I'll update review if I actually get anywhere without accidently deleting the save in portugese). An OK game.
If you liked "Papers, Please", you might enjoy this game.

However!
A game that is this simple, and still manages to completely mess up the controls, is NOT a game I can recommend buying.

ps.
I noticed there has been some updates that fixes that controller issue, but at this time I have not checked it out yet, I will make a
note to revisit this game.. An effective building and has a nice map. Well worth every single penny.. I have never had so much
fun in my life, I hope the devs add multiplayer and fix the fps issues. If you're looking for a game with a lot of deception,
danger, and hella loot this is the game for you.

 A four player card\/board game that plays out like an explorer's grand adventure.

I don't write a lot of reviews, but the fact that this game is so good at early access, and has such a low price means you should
get it and give it a try even if you're on the fence. The game can be sort of challenging at first, but there is just so much freedom
in each players strategy that you never really know what will happen in any game.

if anyone has any specific questions about the game, feel free to comment on this!. FUN FUN FUN. Click 'HINT' and random
stuff to figure out what you have to do while listening to annoying music simulator. You can also play stupid minigames like
playing flute to a rock and open a safe with a glass.. Really competitive! a lot of fun in a short time..the graphics are original and
the audio track hanging and controls easy to learn..good work guys this game is frankly amazing.
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Totally worth every cent!. If harvesting the souls of sheep sounds like fun. Don't pass up this chance to join purple goat and his
best mouse pal. Help them as they solve puzzles and meet other dead animal freinds. 5/5. Instantly hooked, hoping for more
updates and content :) Need more planets - to colonize and a chance to actually co-exist with aliens , but really good - surprised
actually.
. A big survival buff Just getting back into it checked out landless

Its a little rough on the edges but it's early access

Game has a lot to offer in it's early stages and you can clearly see what the developer is trying to achieve. Compared to the other
top dogs in the genre

Its a great indie game and reminds me of when The Forest first came out and what it is now (and how landless could grow) I
hope that this game will have that development progresion

Anybody looking for a solid survival game with high potentials, I would highly recommend. If your looking for a survival game
that's been in development for over a year than I would check back on this game in a year lol. Buy the game.
Nobody plays it.
Only one person online.
We befriend eachother.
Kill eachother.
Manage to do LITERALLY EVERYTHING that's available in the game within 30 minutes.
Escape? All Objectives? Cryo? Literally nuke the station? Check.
It's a good time.
But, sadly.
Nobody else came.
The game was glitchy.
It was poorly made.
It should have been a freeware title.
So, we did what we had to do.
We made a blood pact.
We must refund this game and send it back to once it came.
The price is too steep, and there's not enough people playing.
And we said our goodbyes.

I'm sorry, my friend. 300, forgive me... Easy to learn, hard to master. It starts out with easy missions but they get more complex
and difficult as you go. It's a pretty fun game though; it's a nice break from the shoot-'em-up games. It requires a lot of patience,
but I find it very fun! Love this game! :). Cartoonish, with a lot of words. Not an atmospheric\/scenic HOG at all. More like a
moving comic book with creepy music. Not represented accurately by the pictures in game description. Nothing like other
Redrum and not even fullscreen.. MSF Academy really does feel like the other Switch Force games. It's very fun and can make
you use your brain, but there are a few things that I feel need to be added or changed.
-The levels are fun and can be done very easily, but that's almost a problem. I'm sure there are more levels on the way, but right
now, everything was very simple. Maybe some more challenging levels could be added or the design of some of other ones can
be changed around a bit, just for a bit more of a challege.
-There needs to be some kind of a payoff. The other Switch Force games give a reward of some sort for completing the levels.
Whether it be a costume or extra levels, there needs to be something. I don't know how anyone else feels about it, but I always
feel like I've successfully completed a game when I get something out of it.
-Multiplayer! The multiplayer system is a good idea. I believe that WayForward should expland on that. But if there's a
multiplayer, there needs to be a drawback on the par system. It will have to depend on how many people are present. If there are
two people, they will have 45 seconds to complete the map, instead of 1 minute. If there are three people they will have 30
seconds and so on.
-Aaaand, for fun, maybe a concept art mode or gallery. Certain conditions have to be met to get this picture or certain
conditions have to be met to get the concept art. You know, that kind of thing. It's not important, it just may add some more to
the game. Give players something extra to do and really strive to complete every level without going over par.
All and all, this is a good game. Even though it's still in progress, I still had fun with it. I recommend this game to those who love
the Switch Force series. For those who don't really know of the games, this could be a good way to introduce possible new
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players. It's not too difficult and other reviews could really add to this game. Very nice job!. This was the best 19 minutes of my
life!!!. Wow. The devs have a true gem on their hands. Said that...
- Needs a more polished game menu.
- I tried to play local coop and couldnt do it. The 2nd controller is invisible to the game. Need to fix and polish
gamepad/keyboard inputs
- Needs some turn on the f*** lights item lool

Imagine Super Meat Boy with the coop of ibb & obb... Imagine ibb & obb with the rage of Super Meat Boy. I hope they patch
this game as it deserves. I'd pass pleeenty of hours playin' it if they fix/arrange menu, gamepad system, solid online features is
welcome too.. And of course, levels and who knows workshop. ^_^ . Would be a hit, no doubt.
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